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A new transmissibility-based damage detection and quanti	cation approach is proposed. Based on the operational modal analysis,
the transmissibility is extracted from system responses and transmissibility coherence is de	ned and analyzed. A
erwards, a
sensitive-damage indicator is de	ned in order to detect and identify the severity of damage and compared with an indicator
developed by other authors. �e proposed approach is validated on data from a physics-based numerical model as well as
experimental data from a three-story aluminum frame structure. For both numerical simulation and experiment the results of
the new indicator reveal a better performance than coherence measure proposed in Rizos et al., 2008, Rizos et al., 2002, Fassois and
Sakellariou, 2007, especially when nonlinearity occurs, which might be further used in real engineering. �e main contribution of
this study is the construction of the relation between transmissibility coherence and frequency response function coherence and
the construction of an eective indicator based on the transmissibility modal assurance criteria for damage (especially for minor
nonlinearity) detection as well as quanti	cation.

1. Introduction

Structural health monitoring (SHM) has experienced a huge
development from more than four decades ago since the
rehabilitation cost of oil pipes, bridges, tall buildings, and so
on rapidly increased. In the last two decades, a lot of SHM
methods have been developed based on both physics and data
models. For instance, one systematic SHM solution for bridge
maintenance is presented in [1], where both kinds of models
are combined to identify damage. Other SHM solutions can
be found in [2, 3].

For large and complex structures the use of accelerome-
ters has made possible the development of vibration-based
methods to analyze structures. Modal testing is the most
common; by carrying out the experimental modal analysis
(EMA) of a structure, some modal parameters, such as
frequency, mass, and damping, can be extracted and a
frequency response function (FRF) can be obtained. �is
will make possible the construction of dierent damage
indicators. Modal testing is also conducted on structures

in real operational conditions, within which the excitation
will be very di�cult or even impossible to be measured;
operational modal analysis (OMA) uses the response signals
only to extract the structural dynamic parameters in order
to assess the structural states. In addition, for long-term
operating structures, like oil pipes, turbines, or bridges,
statistical methods are also developed for real-time online
SHM systems.

In real engineering, motivated on solving the di�culty
in capturing the excitation, in the middle of 1980s, trans-
missibility (or direct transmissibility) was raised. Instead of
considering the input and output signals of the structural
system, transmissibility only pays attention to the outputs;
that is, it concentrates on the interrelation of two outputs
of the structure, in order to create a connection with
the structural dynamic characteristic. A
erwards, a lot of
researchers developed it for parameter identi	cation [4],
damage detection as well as quanti	cation [5], uncertainty
analysis [6], and response/excitation (i.e., force) reconstruc-
tion [7], and so on. In [4], relative mode shape is extracted
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from the transmissibility in the natural resonant frequencies,
which avoids the use of FRF in mode shape estimation.
In [5], a method of taking advantage of response vector
assurance criterion (RVAC) [8] was proposed, replacing the
FRF by transmissibility function in the indicator RVAC,
and detection and relative damage quanti	cation indicator
(DRQ) [9], which is the average value of RVAC along the
frequency domain. �e RVAC is a simpli	ed form of FDAC,
which was de	ned by Heylen et al. [8]. �e key idea is to use
the sum of all coordinates FRF before and a
er damage of all
loading conditions in the form of modal assurance criteria.

However, the detection of damage, at an early stage, is still
a very di�cult and challenging task; therefore, the proposal
of new indicators based on dynamic responses that may
be sensitive enough to minor damage is very important. In
this sense, the coherence, as a function dependent on the
frequency and able to analyze the spatial correlation between
two signals [10, 11] might be potentially a good starting point
to develop sensitive damage indicators.

�e coherence function, formally de	ned by Wiener
[12, 13], has been extensively studied and used, especially
a
er the development of the Fourier transform, in a lot of
research 	elds, with extensions to the most modern wavelet
coherence and partial directed coherence: neurology, mostly
in electroencephalography (EEG) studies [14–16], like EEG
microstates detection in insight and calm meditation [14].
Coherence is also used in skin blood oscillations analysis in
human [17], nerve 	ber layer thickness quanti	cation [18].

In another aspect, spatial coherencemeasure is also devel-
oped for signal enhancement [19] by designing coherence-
based post 	lters. In recent years, coherence function has
been used in mechanical engineering for damage identi-
	cation, namely, detection, type, and quanti	cation [20–
24]. In [20], a coherence algorithm is proposed for damage
type recognition and damage localization for large �exible
structures with a nine-bay truss example; the key idea is
to construct a connection between coherence and trans-
fer function, and the transfer function parameter change
is extracted for damage detection. In [21], local temporal
coherence is developed and extended to time-varying process
with the basic coherence conception from the cross corre-
lation de	ned in [25], and the corresponding peak value is
de	ned as peak coherence, creating a connection with the
temperature and introduced damage change; that is, the peak
coherence for temperature/damage change is somewhat a
function of time. In addition, the peak performs well in dis-
tinguishing environmental change and damage. In [22, 23],
coherence is integrated in the frequency domain and set as an
indicator-coherence measure, as a sensitive enough indicator
for quantifying the skin damage and assessing restoration
quality. In [24], coherence measure based method, as a
time series method, is developed for fault detection and
identi	cation in vibrating structures.

In this paper, coherence analysis of transmissibility is
performed, and from it an eective indicator for damage,
especially nonlinearity, is proposed and compared with the
coherence measure raised in [22]. In order to test the
feasibility of the proposed approach, numerical simulation
of a laboratory structure is carried out, and, additionally,

experimental measurements on a three-story aluminum
structure are used to check the applicability of the proposed
indicator.

2. Transmissibility Based Coherence

As described in [2], SHM is essentially a statistical pattern
recognition problem. It can be described as a four-stage
process:

(1) operational evaluation,

(2) data acquisition, Fusion, and Cleansing,

(3) feature extraction and information condensation,

(4) statistical model development for feature discrimina-
tion.

As for vibration-based SHM, the core idea is to 	nd a
sensitive feature able to discriminate a damaged structure
when compared to the baseline structure (healthy state);
therefore the damage detection conclusion can be drawn out
with choosing a threshold of the change, before and a
er
damage, considering the in�uence of operational variety. As
described in the introduction, lots of approaches, features,
and measurement methodologies have been used in the past
[2, 3, 26, 27].

2.1. Applicability of Coherence in Damage Detection. As com-
mented in the introduction, coherence has been used inmany
applications. It is useful to examine the correlation between
two frequency signals, in a similar way to the correlation
coe�cient in frequency. More details can be found in [28].

Coherence, as a complex measure, is estimated by divid-
ing the square of the cross-spectral density between two
signals by the product of the autospectral densities of both
signals. Consequently, it will be sensitive to both changes in
power and phase relationships in one of the two signals [29].

�e magnitude-squared coherence for the bivariate time
series enables us to identify signi	cant frequency-domain
correlation between the two time series [30]. For the purpose
of preventing obtaining an estimate of magnitude-squared
coherence to be identically 1 for all frequencies, an averaged
magnitude-squared coherence estimator has to be used. Both
Welch’s overlapped segment averaging (WOSA) and multi-
taper techniques are appropriate [30]. In this study, WOSA
is utilized for the coherence estimate. A detailed discussion
of several seemingly disparate nonparametric magnitude
squared coherence estimation methods including Welch’s
averaged periodogram, the minimum variance distortionless
response (MVDR), and the canonical correlation analysis
(CCA) can be found in [31].

For SHM purposes, the most important task is to 	nd
a structural feature sensitive to the occurrence of damage.
Methodologies involving coherence have been developed
in the past decades [20–24, 32]. As proved in [22–24], a
coherence based damage indicator can be used in damage
detection. �e premise behind this is that the coherence will
decrease as nonlinearity increases.
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2.2. Transmissibility. Considering a linear multiple-degree-
of-freedom system, the dynamic equilibrium equation can be
written by thewell-known second order dierential equation:

��̈ (�) + ��̇ (�) + �� (�) = 	 (�) , (1)

where �, �, and � are the mass, damping, and stiness
matrices of the system, respectively, 	(�) is the input force
vector, and �(�) contains the responses of each degree-of-
freedom of the system.

Herein, for a harmonic applied force at a given coordinate,
the transmissibility between point 
 and a reference point �
can be de	ned as

�(�,�) = � (�)
� (�) , (2)

where � and � are the complex amplitudes of the system
responses ��(�) and ��(�), respectively, and � is the frequency
[4].

In order to calculate the transmissibility, no matter in
real engineering or experiment analysis, apart from direct
extracting from the two responses, it can be derived in several
ways [5]; for instance, using the FRFs,

�(�,�) = � (�) /�� (�)
� (�) /�� (�) =

�(�,�) (�)
�(�,�) (�) , (3)

where � is the excitation point and� represents the FRF. Note
that herein the transmissibility is a norm that estimates the
structural dynamic responses.

2.3. Transmissibility Coherence. Given the structural system
described above with one single excitation, the FRF of points

 to � can be calculated by two forms in estimation; that is,

�1 (�) = �(�,�) (�)
�(�,�) (�) ,

�2 (�) = �(�,�) (�)
�(�,�) (�) ,

(4)

where � represents the auto- and cross-spectrum for the
two points. Correspondingly, the coherence function (or
magnitude squared coherence function) is indicated as [33,
34]

�2 = �1 (�)
�2 (�) =

�(�,�) (�)
�(�,�) (�)

�(�,�) (�)
�(�,�) (�)

= �(�,�) (�)
�(�,�) (�)

�∗(�,�) (�)
�(�,�) (�) =

�����(�,�) (�)����2
�(�,�) (�) �(�,�) (�) .

(5)

By analogy with (5), the transmissibility coherence (TC)
can be de	ned from (3) as follows:

�2TC = �1(�,�) (�)
�2(�,�) (�) =

�1(�,�) (�) /�1(�,�) (�)
�2(�,�) (�) /�2(�,�) (�)

= �1(�,�) (�)
�2(�,�) (�)

�2(�,�) (�)
�1(�,�) (�) =

�2(�,�)
�2(�,�)

.
(6)

Herein, above all, transmissibility coherence means the
magnitude squared coherence; secondly, from the equation
above, one can see that the TC can be calculated directly
from the coherence of corresponding FRFs, which gives a
way for estimating the transmissibility coherence in labo-
ratory experiments analysis. �irdly, note that herein the
TC, as an estimation indicator for transmissibility, that is,
coherence for two outputs, is an indicator revealing the
coherence/correlation between two outputs with considering
the excitation point.

On the other hand, if direct transmissibility is directly
estimated using two outputs, that is, not taking the FRFs into
account, referring to the conception of coherence [12, 13, 34],
TC can be also derived solely by using the auto- and cross-
spectrum of the two responses signals:

�1(�,�) = � (�)
� (�)

� (�)
� (�) =

�(�,�) (�)
�(�,�) (�) ,

�2(�,�) = � (�)
� (�)

� (�)
� (�) =

�(�,�) (�)
�(�,�) (�) .

(7)

From (7), TC will be exp as

�2TC = �1(�,�) (�)
�2(�,�) (�) =

�(�,�) (�) /�(�,�) (�)
�(�,�) (�) /�(�,�) (�)

= �(�,�) (�) �(�,�) (�)
�(�,�) (�) �(�,�) (�) =

������(�,�) (�)
�����
2

�(�,�) (�) �(�,�) (�) .
(8)

Fourier transform in (8) gives the frequency distribution
of TC. For the TC estimation, Welch method [35] and
minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) [36]
method are commonly used.

As the coherence is a squared magnitude, TC is higher
than zero. Comparing (6) and (8), one can observe that TC
can be estimated in two ways: from the coherence of FRF like
in (6) and from direct estimation, as described in (8). Similar
to FRF coherence, the 	rst function of TC is for checking
whether the experiment is well conducted. And basically, TC
reveals the coherence of two outputs; that is, it indicates the
interrelation of the dynamic characteristics of two outputs.
�erefore, it is assumed that when the damage occurs in a
structure, TC, as a sensitive indicator, will change compared
to the baseline of the structural system, and so it might be
used to detect structural damage.

3. Damage Identification Based on TC

3.1. Damage Indicators. By using a similar approach to [22–
24], a TC damage indicator is de	ned here based on the
accumulation of TC along frequency domain as follows:

ATC = ∫
�max

�min

TC�	, (9)

where the interval [	min, 	max] is the frequency bandwidth
of interest for our problem. As TC > 0, then ATC > 0.
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Figure 1: (a) Shear-building model of a three-story structure. (b) �e excitation force.

Compared to the coherence measure in [22], the basic idea
is the same, being the main dierence that ATC is computed
from the coherence between two output responses instead of
excitation-response.

Additionally, another indicator has been de	ned based
on the MAC criterion [37–40]. For its application, a vector
is de	ned grouping the values of TC for each spectrum line.
Considering the same dimension for each TC set, a trans-
missibility modal assurance criterion (TMAC) is de	ned as
follows:

TMAC

=
������((TC (�))�)� (TC (�))	������

2

(((TC (�))�)� (TC (�))�) (((TC (�))	)� (TC (�))	)
,

(10)

where ( )� means the vector under damage scenario, ( )	
means the vector under healthy condition, and ( )�means the
transposed form of the vector.

�eoretically speaking, for each damage scenario,
TMAC ∈ [0, 1]. If the TMAC is “1,” the structure is totally
undamaged; if the TMAC is very close to “1,” it means that the
structure is con	dently undamaged; and when the TMAC
value decreases, it means that damage or deterioration is
occurring in the structure; as the TMAC gets close to “0,”
it means that the damage severity increased. Finally, if the
TMAC is “0,” the structure is severely damaged.

In conclusion, two dierent damage indicators based on
TC have been proposed to detect structural damage. �e
damage quanti	cation indicators ATC and TMAC intend
to extract a global indicator, which might be monotonically
related to the structural damage. Basically, the indicator
increases as the severity of damage or nonlinearity increases.

Due to this fundamental idea, the ATC performs by accumu-
lating all the coherence value to eachmeasurement of damage
scenarios, which will reveal the whole interrelation of the two
outputs. �e TMAC performs using the assurance criterion
principals.

3.2. Damage Identi�cation Scheme. Damage identi	cation
scheme will be conducted as follows.

Step 1 (response measurement). In this step, the vibration
dynamic responses of the studied structure will be captured.

Step 2 (transmissibility extraction). In this step, transmissi-
bility will be estimated via (3).

Step 3 (coherence estimation). Coherence will be estimated,
and we determine whether the experiment is well conducted;
if not, Step 1 will be redone for a new measurement.

Step 4 (damage feature calculation). Regarding the estimated
coherence from Step 3, damage sensitive features are calcu-
lated and analyzed for detecting the potential damage.

4. Numerical Simulation

4.1. Model Description. For the purpose of evaluating the fea-
sibility of the proposed approach, a physics-based numerical
model is developed. �e test structure is modeled as four-
lumped masses at the �oors, including the base that slides on
rails, as shown in Figure 1(a). �e excitation point is at the
base as shown in Figure 1(a); the responses (“�1,” “�2,” “�3,”
“�4,” and “�5”) are measured at each �oor. Figure 1(b) shows
a sample from a random excitation [40].

In this case, damage is introduced by increasing the
mass at the base and 	rst �oor as well as stiness reduc-
tion at the columns, as listed in Table 1. Random noise is
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Figure 2: � (5, 3) and � (5, 2) for damage scenarios D0, D1, D5, and D6: (a) without random noise, (b) with 5% random noise, (c) without
random noise, and (d) with 5% random noise.

introduced to the system for comparison in analysis. �e
87.5% reduction in stiness was chosen in order to be
consistent with the experimental procedure developed in
[40].

4.2. Transmissibility, TC, and FRF Coherence Comparison

4.2.1. Transmissibility and TC Comparison. Considering the
personal experience in transmissibility work, one can choose
transmissibility between dierent nodes; however, results
might be quite dierent. And, therefore, to choose trans-
missibility is a di�cult mission, which will greatly in�uence
the potential results. Here, in this study of the simple
structure, all the transmissibilities can be plotted and later

analyzed; however, not all the transmissibilities will perform
very well. Some representative transmissibilities and related
indicators are analyzed in this study according to the engineer
experience. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the transmissibility
between nodes 5 and 3 and 5 and 2, � (5, 3) and � (5, 2),
for damage scenarios D0, D1, D5, and D6 without and with
5% random noise, respectively. From all Figures 2(a)–2(d),
little dierence between D0 and D1 can be observed, which
suggests that “adding 1.2 Kg to the base” has very small eect
to the dynamic responses. FromFigures 2(a) and 2(c), one can
observe small dierences in the second half of the frequency
domain, and two peak shi
s can be found in the 	rst half of
the frequency domain, which might be used for predicting
damage.
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Figure 3: TC (5, 3) and TC (5, 2) for damage scenarios D0, D1, D5, and D6: (a) without random noise, (b) with 5% random noise, (c) without
random noise, and (d) with 5% random noise.

Table 1: Damage scenario.

Damage scenario Case description

D0 Baseline (undamaged condition)

D1 Add mass 1.2 kg at the base

D2 Add mass 1.2 kg at the 	rst �oor

D3 50% stiness reduction in  2
D4 87.5% stiness reduction in  2
D5 50% stiness reduction in  3
D6 87.5% stiness reduction in  3
D7 50% stiness reduction in  4
D8 87.5% stiness reduction in  4

In Figures 2(b) and 2(d), it is clear that the random noise
introduced some in�uence into the transmissibility, espe-
cially visible in the high frequency domain (>80Hz), which
is heavily aected by the noise. Furthermore, comparing
Figures 2(c) and 2(d), it can be observed that the peak value of
D6w at 40Hz was reduced by the random noise eect, which
might add challenge in the process of damage detection.

Figures 3(a), 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d) plot the transmissibility
coherence, TC (5, 3) and TC (5, 2), for damage scenarios
D0, D1, D5, and D6 without and with 5% random noise,
respectively. �e TC (5, 3) and TC (5, 2) overlap in all the
frequencies to the case without random noise and overlap
in most of the frequencies to the case with 5% random
noise between D0 and D1. �is con	rms the conclusion in
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Figure 4: FRF coherence (5, 1) and FRF coherence (3, 1) for damage scenarios D0, D1, D5, and D6: (a) without random noise, (b) with 5%
random noise, (c) without random noise, and (d) with 5% random noise.

the aforementioned discussion in � (5, 3) and � (5, 2) that
“adding 1.2 Kg to the base” contributes little to the dynamic
responses.

FromFigures 3(a) and 3(c), one can 	nd that TC (5, 2) has
two peaks for each scenario while TC (5, 3) only has one peak
for D5 and D6, while it has two peaks for D0 and D1. �en,
from D0 to D5 and D6, the peaks shi
 toward le
 side; that
is, the corresponding frequencies decrease. �e same pattern
can be observed in Figures 3(b) and 3(d), when the data are
smearedwith noise. As TC is for estimating the two outputs of
a structural system, change will be introduced to the dynamic
outputs when damage occurs, which will later cause eect to
TC, like frequency shi
. And therefore, from this aspect, TC
might be used to detect damage.

From Figures 3(b) and 3(d), another phenomenon can
be observed, as noise in�uences a lot the TC; this might be

used to check whether the experiment is well conducted,
which shares the same function of FRF coherence in real
engineering but hasmore potentiality as excitation not always
can bemeasured. If the experiment is well conducted without
being highly in�uenced by the environmental variety like
noise, then nonlinearity occurrence or novelty existence
might be taken into account.

4.2.2. TC and FRFCoherence Comparison. For the purpose of
comparing with TC discussed above, and due to the reason
that TC is for two outputs, and FRF coherence is for the
one input and one output, herein some representative FRF
coherences are selected according to the engineer experience.
Figures 4(a), 4(b), 4(c), and 4(d) show the FRF coherence
(5, 1) and FRF coherence (3, 1) without and with 5% random
noise, respectively.
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Figure 5: TC (3, 2) for damage scenarios D0, D5, and D6: (a) without noise and (b) with 5% random noise.

To themass in�uence, fromFigures 4(a) and 4(c), one can
	nd that the dierence betweenD0 andD1 is very little, which
con	rms the analysis before in � and TC.

To the stiness reduction in�uence, to the without-noise
cases, that is, in Figures 4(a) and 4(c), it can be also found that
peak frequency shi
s fromD0 to D5 and D6; that is, the peak
frequency dierence before and a
er damage is clear, which
suggests that it might be used as damage-sensitive feature. On
the other hand, in the case with random noise, Figures 4(b)
and 4(d) show that the dierences are apparently higher for
the FRF coherence (5, 1) than FRF coherence (3, 1). �us, it
indicates that if the FRF coherence is not well chosen, then it
might be hard to detect damage.

Additionally, one can also notice that noise highly aects
the coherence in the high frequency domain, which inputs
higher power of noise in that frequency domain. In real
situations, the result presented in Figures 4(b) and 4(d)
suggests that the experiment is badly conducted and it should
be reconducted, as normally 0.9 is the threshold for coherence
analysis. And if in the frequency band of interest lots of values
are lower than 0.9, it means that the experiment might be
wrongly done or badly in�uenced by noise. If the experiment
is well conducted, it might mean that nonlinearity occurs or
novelty happens. �is conclusion is similar to the discussion
of TC aforementioned.

With regard to Figure 4(d), and from Figure 5, one can
	nd that if theTC is notwell chosen, it will be also challenging
in detecting with the frequency shi
, like in Figures 5(a)
and 5(b). �is also con	rms the same idea of FRF coherence
discussed above.

Finally, from the discussion above, one might conclude
the following.

(a) �e comparison between Figures 3 and 4 indicates
that both the FRF coherence and the TC have the
ability to unveil dierences when damage is present
in the structure if they are well chosen.

(b) “Adding 1.2 Kg” to the base did quite little in�uence
to the dynamic responses according to the �, TC, and
FRF coherence analysis.

(c) For both TC and FRF coherence, peak shi
s might
be used for detecting damage, as the TC (5, 3) and
TC (5, 2) and FRF coherence (5, 1) perform well in
dierentiating the damage cases from the baseline.
However, if TC and FRF coherence are not well
chosen, it will be challenging in detecting damage via
the peak frequency shi
.

(d) As TC has the same ability, as FRF coherence, in
checking whether the experiment is well conducted,
then its output-only characteristic might be consid-
ered better than FRF coherence in the data acquisition
aspect, as the excitation in real engineering is not
always possible to be measured.

4.3. Damage Identi�cation Procedure. For the indicators
described in Section 3.1, herein, Table 2 summarizes the ATC
(5, 3) from damage scenarios D0 to D8 without and with 5%
random noise.

For the case with addingmass to the base or the 	rst �oor,
from Table 2, from D0 to D1 and D2, it can be observed that
ATC (5, 3) decreases as the mass is added into the base and
decreases continually as the mass is moved from the base to
the 	rst �oor in all the cases without noise and with random
noise.

For the case of stiness reduction, from Table 2, one can
observe that ATC (5, 3) does not hold the same rule; from
D4 to D8, to all the integration types, values more than “1”
exist; that is, it will be challenging in drawing out a conclusion
for detecting damage, or it is hard to 	nd a clear rule for
predicting damage. �is means that ATC might not work in
linear part. �e discussion about ATC in nonlinearity part
will be addressed in the later experiment result discussion.
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Table 2: ATC (5, 3) for damage scenarios D0 to D8.

Damage scenario

ATC (5, 3)

[0, 80] (Hz) [20, 80] (Hz) [40, 80] (Hz) [40, 140] (Hz)

Noise free 5% noise Noise free 5% noise Noise free 5% noise Noise free 5% noise

D0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

D1 0.9989 0.9802 1.0000 0.9807 0.9994 0.9627 0.9998 0.9491

D2 0.9990 0.9613 0.9993 0.9643 0.9986 0.9474 0.9995 0.9322

D3 0.9927 0.9204 0.9995 0.9026 0.9976 0.8334 0.9993 0.8192

D4 1.0159 0.7384 1.0081 0.7091 1.0058 0.5854 1.0026 0.5798

D5 0.9739 0.9287 1.0149 0.9431 1.0027 0.8124 1.0010 0.7998

D6 0.9888 0.7313 1.0134 0.7024 0.9975 0.6208 0.9959 0.6172

D7 0.9716 0.9274 1.0052 0.9255 0.9989 0.8487 0.9998 0.8373

D8 0.9959 0.8350 1.0102 0.8248 1.0069 0.6853 1.0030 0.6872
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Figure 6: (a) TMAC (5, 3) for damage scenarios D0–D8; (b) TMAC (5, 2) for damage scenarios D0–D8.

Finally, TMAC (5, 3) and TMAC (5, 2) are plotted in
Figures 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. For the mass adding type,
from D0 to D1 and D2, one can observe that in both TMAC
(5, 3) and TMAC (5, 2), the TMAC varies insigni	cantly,
which need to be identi	ed by graphical ampli	cation. For
the stiness reduction type, the TMAC (5, 3) and TMAC (5,
2) vary clearly for each column stiness reduction, like from
D3 to D4, fromD5 to D6, and fromD7 to D8, respectively. In
conclusion, these observations suggest that TMAC might be
used for relative damage quanti	cation.

5. Experimental Verification

For testing the applicability of the proposed methodology
in complex structures, a three-story building structure [41]
testing data from the Los Alamos National Laboratory is
used. As shown in Figure 7, for each �oor, four aluminum

columns (17.7×2.5×0.6 cm3) are connected with the top and
bottom aluminumplates (30.5×30.5×2.5 cm3).�e structure
performs as a four-degree-of-freedom (DOF) system. Bolt

joints are used to assemble each connection between columns
and plates. In addition the structure slides on rails that allow
movement only in the �-direction. A center column (15.0 ×
2.5×2.5 cm3) is suspended from the top �oor.�is column is
used as a source of damage that induces nonlinear behavior
when it contacts a bumper mounted on the next �oor. �e
position of the bumper can be adjusted to vary the extent of
impacting that occurs during a particular excitation level.

An electrodynamic shaker provides a lateral excitation
to the base �oor along the centerline of the structure. �e
structure and shaker are mounted together on an aluminum

base plate (76.2 × 30.5 × 2.5 cm3) and the entire system rests
on rigid foam. �e foam is intended to minimize extraneous
sources of unmeasured excitation from being introduced
through the base of the system. A load cell (Channel 1)
was attached at the end of a stinger to measure the input
force from the shaker to the structure. Four accelerometers
(Channels 2–5) with nominal sensitivities of 1000mV/g were
attached at the centerline of each �oor on the opposite side
from the excitation source to measure the system response.
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Figure 7: Schematic representation of the three-story building structure (all dimensions are in cm).

Table 3: Structural state condition.

Label State condition Case description

State #1 Undamaged Baseline condition

State #2 Undamaged Added mass (1.2 Kg) at the base

State #3 Undamaged Added mass (1.2 Kg) at the 	rst �oor

State #4 Undamaged Stiness reduction in column 1BD

State #5 Undamaged Stiness reduction in columns 1AD and 1BD

State #6 Undamaged Stiness reduction in column 2BD

State #7 Undamaged Stiness reduction in columns 2AD and 2 BD

State #8 Undamaged Stiness reduction in column 3BD

State #9 Undamaged Stiness reduction in columns 3 AD and 3 BD

State #10 Damaged Gap (0.2mm)

State #11 Damaged Gap (0.15mm)

State #12 Damaged Gap (0.13mm)

State #13 Damaged Gap (0.10mm)

State #14 Damaged Gap (0.05mm)

State #15 Damaged Gap (0.2mm) and mass (1.2 Kg) at the base

State #16 Damaged Gap (0.2mm) and mass (1.2 Kg) on the 1st �oor

State #17 Damaged Gap (0.1mm) and mass (1.2 Kg) on the 1st �oor

Force and acceleration time-series from 17 dierent struc-
tural state conditions were collected as given in Table 3. For
instance, “State #4” is described as “stiness reduction in
column 1BD,” which means that there was an 87.5% stiness

reduction (corresponding to a 50% reduction in the column
thickness) in the column located between the base and 	rst
�oor at the intersection of planes B andD. For each structural
state condition, data were acquired from 50 separate tests.
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Figure 8: (a) � (5, 3), (b) � (5, 2), (c) TC (5, 3), and (d) TC (5, 2) of measurement 1 of State numbers 1, 2, 6, and 7.

For each test, the data correspond to a set of 	ve time
series measured with the input force transducer and the four
accelerometers.

�e structural state conditions can be categorized into
four main groups. �e 	rst group is the baseline condition.
�e baseline condition is the reference structural state and is
labeled “State #1” in Table 3. �e bumper and the suspended
column are included in the baseline condition, but the spac-
ing between them was maintained in such a way that there
were no impacts during the excitation. �e second group
includes the states with simulated operational and environ-
mental variability. Such variability o
en manifests itself in
changes in the stiness or mass distribution of the structure.
In order to simulate such operational and environmental
condition changes, tests were performed with dierent mass-
loading and stiness conditions (State numbers 2–9). �e
mass changes consisted of adding 1.2 kg (approximately 19%

of the total mass of each �oor) to the base and 	rst �oor. �e
stiness changes were introduced by reducing the stiness
of one or more of the columns by 87.5%. �is process was
executed by replacing the corresponded column with one
that had half the cross-sectional thickness in the direction of
shaking.

�ose changes were designed to introduce variability
in the fundamental natural frequency up to, approximately,
7% from the baseline condition, which is within the range
normally observed in real-world structures. More details
about the test structure as well as data sets can be found in
Figueiredo et al. [40, 41].

5.1. Transmissibility, TC, and FRF Coherence Comparison

5.1.1. Transmissibility and TC Comparison. In order to show
the advantage of TC over transmissibility, a comparison
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Table 4: �e comparison of transmissibility, TC, and FRF coherence in peak change.

State Indicator
Frequency shi
 (Hz) Amplitude value

Peak 1 ! (%)∗ Peak 2 ! (%)∗ Peak 1 ! (%)∗ Peak 2 ! (%)∗

#1

� (5, 2)

47.54 — 69.92 — 50.18 — 28.95 —

#6 47.15 −0.82 65.47 −6.36 46.58 −7.17 27.62 −4.59
#7 46.25 −2.71 60.42 −13.59 47.42 −5.50 28.94 −0.03
#1

TC (5, 2)

47.58 — 70.08 — 0.54 — 0.18 —

#6 47.07 −1.07 65.55 −6.46 0.36 −33.33 0.21 0.17

#7 46.25 −2.80 60.63 −13.48 0.26 −51.85 0.52 188.89

#1

FRFC (5, 1)

54.88 — 71.88 — 0.83 — 0.80 —

#6 54.96 0.15 67.19 −6.52 0.76 −8.43 0.86 7.5

#7 54.69 −0.35 62.15 −13.54 0.78 −6.02 0.89 11.25
∗Increase from the baseline “State #1.”

between TC and transmissibility is proposed herein. Several
representative TC and � have been chosen and studied
according to the engineering experience.�e extracted trans-
missibility, � (5, 3), � (5, 2), and transmissibility coherence,
TC (5, 3), TC (5, 2), under State numbers 2, 6, and 7, along
with baseline (State #1), are shown in Figure 8, which were
calculated using the Welch based methods with Hanning
window.

From Figures 8(a), 8(b), 8(c), and 8(d), one can observe
the following.

(a) As mass 1.2 Kg was added into the base, little change
in both � and TC can be observed.

(b) As damage happens, the peaks of � (5, 2), � (5, 3), as
well as TC (5, 2), TC (5, 3), shi
 to the le
 direction;
that is, the corresponding frequencies decrease, which
con	rm the simulation results described before. �is
observation suggests that the peak frequency shi
 can
be used for detecting damage. Herein one needs to
bear in mind that the T or TC should be well chosen.

(c) Apparently, � (5, 2) performs better than � (5, 3)
in dierentiating the dierence in damage. �e same
conclusion can be drawn with TC, where TC (5, 2) is
better than TC (5, 3) in distinguishing the dierence
in damage.

(d) Apart from this, one can observe that, during the
experiment, the noise has a very small in�uence, as
the coherence is close to value “1” in most parts. �is
also can be found in the transmissibility as � (5, 3)
and � (5, 2) lines are very smooth. �is observation
on the TC is very important, which suggests that it
can be used for checking whether the experiment is
well conducted.

5.1.2. FRF Coherence and TC Comparison. In modal analysis,
especially in experimental modal analysis, the excitation is
acquired during the experiment process; and the FRF is a very
important estimator for analyzing the structural dynamics
characteristics. Herein, the FRF coherence (5, 1) is plotted in
Figure 9 for the same state conditions as in the last subsection.

From Figure 9, one can also 	nd the peak shi
s between
[60, 80]Hz. Additionally, comparing Figure 9 with TC (5, 3)
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Figure 9: FRF coherence (5, 1) of measurement 1 of State numbers
1, 2, 6, and 7.

in Figure 8(c) and TC (5, 2) in Figure 8(d), it can be observed
that TC (5, 2) performs better than FRF coherence (5, 1) in
dierentiating dierences in damage as the peaks of TC (5,
2) are more pronounced. However, if only concerning peak
frequency shi
, FRF coherence (5, 1) performs better than TC
(5, 3) in Figure 8(c).�erefore, one can conclude that bothTC
and FRF coherence might be used for detecting damage via
the peak frequency shi
.

In order to better indicate the damage detection ability
of transmissibility, TC, and FRF coherence, Table 4 shows
the peak amplitude decrease and frequency shi
s of the two
obvious peaks in transmissibility, TC, and FRF coherence.
FromTable 4, one can 	nd, from� (5, 2), TC (5, 2), and FRFC
(5, 1), that all can performwell in damage detection with peak
frequency shi
 and amplitude change. However, the second
peak frequency change is higher than the 	rst one, while the
	rst peak amplitude changes more than the second one, with
exception of TC (5, 2) in State #7.

Note that in real engineering, especially in operational
modal analysis, normally the excitation cannot be measured.
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Figure 10: (a) ATC (5, 3), (b) ATC (5, 2), (c) TMAC (5, 3), and (d) TMAC (5, 2) for State numbers 1 to 9.

�us, the FRF would be impossible to be used for modal
analysis. �erefore, the TC will perform in its perfect
way, as transmissibility is only depending on the structural
responses, as well as TC.

5.2. Damage Identi�cation Analysis in Linear Part. Damage
detection plays a vital role in real-time SHM. As shown
in Figures 8(c) and 8(d), TC might be used for detecting
damage. Herein, ATC (5, 3) and ATC (5, 2) as well as TMAC
(5, 3) and TMAC (5, 2) are shown in Figures 10(a), 10(b),
10(c), and 10(d), respectively, for 50 measurements from each
of the nine state conditions (State numbers 1 to 9), with 450
measurements in total.

From a general perspective, one can observe that in both
cases, ATC (ATC (5, 2), ATC (5, 3)) and TMAC (TMAC (5, 2)
andTMAC(5, 3)), the variability is relatively small comparing
with the reference value of unit, which suggests that these two
indicators do not perform very well in detecting damage.

In Figures 10(a) and 10(b), for the mass type damage, that
is, from D0 to D1 and D2, ATC (5, 3) and ATC (5, 2) increase
when mass is added into the base structure, and when the
mass is moved into the 	rst �oor, both ATC (5, 3) and ATC
(5, 2) decrease. In this case, it would be hard to draw out
a conclusion of mass in�uence into the indicator ATC. For
stiness reduction type damage, it is di�cult to predict the
presence of damage since ATC (5, 2) of State #5 is higher
than the ones from the baseline State #1. However, in the
case of ATC (5, 3), one might draw a conclusion that ATC
(5, 3) can be used for detecting damage related to stiness
reduction as to all the measurements from State numbers 4–
9, the corresponding ATC (5, 3) are lower than the baseline.
Another aspect is that ATC (5, 3) might be also used to
relatively quantify the damage as it varies proportionally to
each state. One can also observe that, for each state, the values
of 50 measurements vary not too much, which suggests that
the experiment is conducted in a good condition.
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Figure 11: (a) ATC (5, 2), (b) TMAC (5, 2), (c) ATC (5, 3), and (d) TMAC (5, 3) for State numbers 1 to 17.

In Figures 10(c) and 10(d), for the mass adding damage
type, it is clear that from State #1 to State #3, the TMAC (5,
3) and TMAC (5, 2) decreased as the mass 1.2 Kg was added
into the base in State #2 and later moved to 	rst �oor in State
#3. For stiness reduction from State numbers 4 to 9, one
can 	nd that both TMAC (5, 3) and TMAC (5, 2) decrease
as the stiness reduction increased from State numbers 4 to
5, from State numbers 6 to 7, and from State numbers 8 to 9,
respectively. In Figure 10(c), one can also observe that TMAC
(5, 3) decreased clearly as the stiness reduction changed
from the 	rst story to the second story and from second story
to third story. Comparing State numbers 6 and 8, one can see
some decrease occurring in TMAC (5, 3). For TMAC (5, 2), in
Figure 10(d), it can be found that the TMAC (5, 2) decreases
from State numbers 4 to 5, from State numbers 6 to 7, and
from State numbers 8 to 9, meaning that the TMAC (5, 2)
can relatively quantify the damage for each story. Comparing
Figures 10(c) and 10(d), one might conclude that TMAC can
be used for relatively quantifying damage. Note that this also
con	rms the same conclusion drawn out in the simulation
section analysis.

5.3. Damage Identi�cation Analysis in Nonlinear Part. In
order to show the capacity of the proposed approach to detect
nonlinear behaviours related to damage, Figure 11 shows the
ATC (5, 2) and TMAC (5, 2) as well as ATC (5, 3) and TMAC
(5, 3), respectively, for all 17 states. From the 	gure, one can
clearly 	nd that both damage-sensitive indicators, ATC and
TMAC, perform much better in the nonlinear part (State

numbers 10–17, 451–900) than in linear one (State numbers
1–9, 1–450). In the nonlinear part, one can see clearly that
each state has been identi	ed as outliers; that is, the ATC and
TMAC successfully detect and identify the damage states.

6. Conclusions

�is study illustrated the coherence between two outputs
and newly de	ned TC, that is, transmissibility coherence;
it built the relation between the TC and the traditional
FRF coherence in modal analysis, following the construction
of a damage-sensitive indicator using the modal assurance
criterion, for detecting and relatively quantifying structural
damage.

�e TC has an important advantage over the FRF coher-
ence, as the former does not need to know the input excitation
to the system, which might be an important feature for real-
world applications.�e TC can be used for checking whether
the experiment is well conducted, as it gives indications about
the presence of noise in the system. It may also be used
for detecting damage using the frequency shi
 as damage
indicator. Additionally, the proposed ATC might be used
for detecting damage especially in nonlinear analysis; it was
demonstrated that in nonlinear damage quanti	cation it
performs well. In addition, the TC and related indicators are
sensitive to environment variety like noise, which might be
used for monitoring the operational conditions.

�e TMAC can be used to relatively quantify the damage.
�e results of both the simulated frame and three-story frame
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structure reveal the well performance in damage detection
and quanti	cation both in linear and in nonlinear part; in
the linear part, all the damage scenarios were successfully
detected and relatively well quanti	ed; it was also demon-
strated that, in the nonlinear part, the approach performs
much better than in linear part.

It is important to note that the proposed approach
only requires minimum two-sensor data acquisition in the
structural system for detecting and relatively quantifying the
structural damage. �erefore, it shows promising future in
real time SHM.

Finally, for cases, simulation and experiment, the well
performance in detecting and quantifying the damage shows
great promising future in real engineering usage.
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